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The salient purposes of this thesis were:
1. To Investigate the friction characteristics
of the three M. I, T. geometrically siriilar
en^t^lnes,
2. To compare the relation between predicted
PMEP characteristics and the actual observed
PMEP characteristics.
3. To investigate the effect of variation of
cylinder bore on detonation limits for constant
piston speed and constant RPM,
The results of this study of friction characteristics
of G, '^. E. inclicate that the simple friction theory was
not conpletely adequate within the limitations of the test,
"'he actual results show that FMEP varies inversely with
bore at constant piston speed. As re^^ards detonation, it
rTV':i dotemined that Icnock limited BMEP and P vary inversely
with bore at either constant piston speed or constant RPi'.
771thin the knowledge of the authors, this represents
the first experimental invosti^ation of detonation charac
teristics of completely Geometrically similar engines.
I
INTRODUCTION
During;; the last twenty years, or so, t}iere has
been developed a considerable amount of theory concerning
the behavior of (geometrically similar engines. It was the
purpose of the study, reported upon herein, to investigate
the variation of FME? with piston speed for eacli of three
geometrically similar engines. Further, it was desired to
investigate t.he effect of variation of cylinder bore on
detonation limitations, by determining- the knock limited
Inlet pressure and knock limited DWEP for each of three ceo-
raetrically similar engines, operating at t^ie same piston
speed, and, again, at the same uPiri.
The engines employed in the study were designed
by and built under the supervision of the Mechanical Engin-
eering Department of the liassachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy. They are installed in the Sloan Laboratory of the Insti-
tute. Insofar as is loiown, these three engines are the only
ones whicli have ever been built, which are completely geomet-
rically similar in all respects. Details concerning the en-
gine f are to be found in Appendix A,
The only work which has been done previously on
these en<:;ine3 was accomplished by Breed and Cowdery, Lobdell
O '7
and Clark"", and Mikel and McSwiney*^. Experiments with similar
Superscript numbers refer to reference numbers.

cylinders of different size wcjre conducted by Wunibald Kaan
4
at the Deutschon Alcadenie der -^uftfa/irtforschunr; in 1939 .
Though the cylinders used in these tests were essentially
geometrically similar, the tost set-ups wxiich had to be used
were not such as to maintain Geometric stnilitude, Taey did
correspond, apnroxiinately, in size and outlay to the cylinder
si^en c'r.o'^en, however. Comparisons of Kanin^s data with the
data of tliis report are included in a later uortion.
In view of the limited amount of data previously
taken on the i.l. I. T. geometrically similar en^^ines, basic
operating; data was taken for eacli of the three en^^,:lne3 as a
prerequisite for the friction and detonation studies.
The study of engine friction was restricted to a
determination of the FMEF of the assembled engines, as dis-
tinguished from determination of I':.tEP for ma ^or engine com-
ponents. P'lEP was determined by motoring the engine, and by
firing and taking the difference of IMEP and BMS?,
The detonation studies were based on a single fuel;
commercial "V^Tiite Gasoline" w^iidi liad an octane rating of 71,9
by the ^lotor IJetho<l and 78,4 by the Research Method. Data
was taken for each engine operating at (1) a piston speed of
1200 feet per minute and (2) at 1000 RPM. Incipient detona-
tion was used as a basis for determining knock limited inlet
pressure and BMEP and was established by ear b;- one observer
for the six inch bore engine. A Li Indicator, supplemented
by ear, was used, by ja single observer, in establishing det-
onation limits on the four and two and one-half inch bore

engines. The Li Indicator is described in Appendix B,
Much of the theory, which has been developed for
geometrically similar engines, is based on dimensional analy-
sis, retailed development of applicable mathematical relations
is to be found in Appendix C,
Theory predicts that IMEP is a function of R and
M for geometrically similar engines. With identical inlet
conditions:
I?:!EP = fCSjR^)
Further, it is shown in Appendix C that, tlieoreti-
cally:
P.MEP = f(3)
l''MEP is normally considered to consist of two parts:
(1) ?MEP and (2) I.U.IEP or mechanical friction mean effective
pressure.
'4MEP is, by definition, tiiat portion of tlie so-called
?MEP which arises from engine friction, as distin^jaished from
the contribution of the puraping loss, i,o, PMKP, Consequently,
the ';MEP may be considered to be attributable to:
1, Coulomb friction
2, Viscous friction
3, Partial film friction
Presently, no technique of analysis is capable of
predi("tlng, or estimating, with any degree of reliability,
the distribution of the engine friction ainong these tliree
Dossibilities. Assuming, hov/ever, that all of the friction
may be classified as either coulomb or viscous friction, a
1
theoretical treatment is nade possible. Refer to Appendix
C. Coulomb rrlction is a function of the "boarin:;;" mater-
ials, l-crcely, and nay bo taken as bein?^ independent of
speed, load, and in general, of design and operatin^^ condi-
tions. Therefore, since tlie materials used in the three
2eoTnetricall7 similar engines, is the same, piece by piece,
that :>ortion of the M'/ISP wViich is attributable to coulomb
friction will, in theory, be identical. Analysis, utilizing
Petroff's lix|uation, leads to the conclusion that, for [^oo-
raetrically similar en^^lnes, wlt^i the same conditions of opera-
tion and at the same piston speed, the portion oi' the MMEP
due to viscous friction, will be identical for each of the
engines provided that the ratio of oil viscosity (absolute)
to the bore of the en^^ino [/^/S, ) is the sane for each of^ the
en,;3ines. It follows, then, that theory indicates that the
FllEP for geometrically similar en^'ines will be the same,
at the sane piston speed, oroviied the Reynolds number-
effect on FMICP is small.
Detonation in spark ignition is considered to be
essentially a simultaneous combustion of the last portion
of the charge in the cylinder to burn. It occurs when the
flame speed is not sufficiently great to prevent the last
portion of the charge from passing through its delay period
before the normal oroiiression of combustion has burned that
portion, Experimental evidence to date tends to indicate
that flame speed is a, more or loss, linear function of
Ke-^nolis' nomber, but there does not seem to be, necessarily.

a one to one correspondence, i.e. flame speed does not ap-
pear t) Increase as fast as R,. Fundar.ienta.1 Infonnation,
relative to the manner of variation of flane speed with in-
let Mach nunber, is lacking* If tlie engines be operated at
the s^Lune inlet Mach n^jinber, which can be done by operating
at the same piston speed, then the variation of average
flane soeed with R can be determined. At the sane Dlston
e
speed, vvitii identical inlet conditions:
Consider an engine whicii has a bore tv/ice that of
a second engine. Then, the distance which the flaine has to
travel i • twice as ^^reat, but if the flame speed is not twice
as f^reat, the larcer cylinder will be .-loro susceptible to
detonation than the smaller.

ET,UIPME!W A^VD PROCEDURE
The principal apparatus used consists of three
3Ingle-cylinder, four stroke, ceometrically similar spark-
ignition engines of 2 l/2, 4, and 6 inch bore. All dimen-
sions of the engines and their related equipioent are in the
same ratio as the bores.
Each engine is equipped with a suitable air orifice
and surge tank, a vaporizing tank for laixlnc fuel and air,
an exliaust surge tank, and cooling water header tank for
water Jacket coolant expansion. A rheostat controlled dynk-
nometer with hydraulic scale pemlts brake measurenents.
Water Jacket and oil heat excliangers with steam and water
lines serve to control temperatures. Inlet and exhaust
valves are used to control pressures. The air inlet throttle
valves on the four inch and six inch bore engines are remotely
controlled and operated by an electric motor. On the 2 l/2"
engine the air Inlet throttle valve is dirsctly controlled
manually and is capable of finer control. Related pumps,
valves, piping, tubing, and mancaaeters are shown In the dia-
gram of the layout in Appendix A. A comparison of the engines
is also presented. A detailed description has been given by
C. P. Taylor^.
Special equipment used included an MIT balanced
pressure type indicator for taking indicator diagrams and a
transfer machine for converting indicator diagrams to pressure-
volume diagrams. Tills special equlpanent is described in Appendix

B. Associated irilnor equipment such as a fuel flow-bench for
robocieter calibration, air compressors and reducing valves,
strobotachometer, and stroboscopes were used as applicable.
The first part of the inve3tl£;ation was devoted to
the gathering of basic operating data for the engines, e.g.
best power fuel air ratio, best power spark advance, etc.
Inlet pressure, exhaust pressure, inlet temperature, oil
temperature, and water jacket temperature were held constant
at 28" ng, 32" Hg, 150**F, 150**P, and 180**P respectively to
permit comparison of data. Data was also token to show the
variation of DfffiP with inlet temperature and water jacket
temperature for the 2 1/2" engine. One hundred octane fuel
and special lubricating oil were used. They are described
in detail in Appendix D. The engines were run at various
piston speeds ranging from 400 to 1800 ft/min. After best
power F was determined runs were made at the speeds and EPSA
shown in the data sheets. Indicator cards were taken using
the MIT indicator with the engines operating at the condi-
tions specified above at best power F, BP'jA and at various
speeds. These cards were then transformed into pressure-
volume diagrams and integrated "^ planimeter to give II4SP.
In this analysis IMEP is defined as expansion stroke work
minus compression stroke work divided by displacement volume.
FMEP was determined by both the motoring and firing methods.
In the latter, IMEP obtained from the p-v diagrams was redu-
ced by the B!iEP calculated^ l?l*om tlie dynamometer scale reading
to give F':.IEP. IIo breakdown of motoring friction by parts was

8attenpted, A collection of tho above described data provided
a plot of IT.IEP, BMEP, and FMEP vs piston speed for each engine
and an individual analysis could be made, aa well as a comparl*
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son with tho data of previous Investigators, * '
Detonation was the primary consideration in the sec-
ond part of the Invostlgatlon, The procedure followed was
essentially the sane as that of the friction Investigation
except that the LI Indicator was used to detennlno detona-
tion and no Indicator cards were taken, A fuel of 71,9 0, N,
(motor method) was found to be suitable to cause detonation
In tliG three engines. In order to Investigate detonation
at the sane piston speed in all engines It was necessary to
supercharge tiie 2 l/2 and 4 inch en<^lnes. Inlet temperature
was held constant at 130**P instead of 150**, while inlet ores-
sure was used as a variable. This Increased Inlet tempera-
ture was necessary to prevent Inconplote vaporization In the
?. 1/2" engine vaporizing tanlc. Exhaust pressure, oil tem-
perature, and Y/ater .jacket temperature were held at their
previous values. All engines were operated at a piston
speed of 1200 ft/mln and also at 1000 rpn. It should be
noted that these speeds are identical for the 6" engine.
It v/as found necessary to preset Inlet pressure and to ad-
Just spark advance until detonation occurred. Tills was nec-
essary because of the difficulty experienced In controlling
inlet pressure on the 4 and 6" engines with the remotely con-
trolled air Intake tlirottle valves, particularly with the

valves nearly closed. Further, engine equilibri^jm was
disturbed more by varying Inlet pressure than by varying
snark advance to produce detonation. B?3A at best power
P v7c'is determined for the 2 l/2 and 4" en^^ines at three
different Inlet pressures. Tlieso pressures represented
the low and hl^h limits and an intermediate value of the
supercharged inlet pressures used for the detonation study.
")ne hundred 0,!I, fuel was used for these runs. From the
results of these runs it v/as observed that BPSA was insen-
sitive to inlet pressure within the range of interest and
therefore previous BPSA data v;as used for the G" engine.
In the 2 l/2" engine inlet pressure was varied
from 32-42" Kg and spark advance was altered between 15
and CO degrees BTC. Six fuel air ratios were investigated,
all, 'vltTiin the range of detonation, Bf.^EP was deterrnined
for -^Deration at a r>lston speed of 1200 ft/min and at 1000
rpra. I 'lots of 3?.ffi? and inlet pressure vs spark advance
were made with F as a parameter. By entering these curves
with BPSA for best icmer F, data was obtained for making
a olot of I3:.!EP and inlet pressure vs F.
The 4" engine inlet pressure ranged from 28 to
37" Ilg and spark advance was varied from 10 to 60 degrees
BTC. The same data w;-s talcen as for the 2 l/2" engine to
give comparable B"*EP and inlet pressure curves witVi F and
soark advance as variables. Again six fuel air» ratios were
investigated. Runs for tliis engine were made at a piston
speed of 1200 ft/min and also at 1000 rpm.

In the 6" engine 1'' was changed as before and the
spark advance spread used was 0-45 degrees BTC, IIo super-
chargini3 was necessary to cause detonation; therefore,
inlet pressure ranged between 19 and 29" Hg, Since 1000
{
rpn and 1200 ft/mln piston speed are Identical for this
enr;ine, only one speed was r-an for comparison with the
2 1/2 and 4" engines. Tlie same BMSP an! inlet pressure
plots were made as before using BP5A and best power F -if
.073. The sajne data was also taken in the case of the
6" engine for an inlet temperature of 150**F in order to
show the effect of this variable on detonation.
After the above data had been compiled, a
plot of knock limited iii-lE? and inlet pressure vs bore
for a piston speed of 1200 ft/min and 1000 rpn at F of
.0730 was :nade. A plot of knock limited I'! P vs bore for
the sane speeds was made by adding a value of P!JEP (cor-
rected for inlet pressure) to the values of knock limited
B?.1EP.
One commonly used iroceduro to determine in-
cipient detonation is to observe the first appearance of
a protuberance on the oscilloscope dp-dt trace to the
ri^ht of the maxim^jni value. Because of t>ie insensitivity
of tbe protuberance to chan^ie in spark advance the above
method was not sufficiently sensitive. Further, it was
not possible to use a fixed holn^t reached by the pro-
tuberance as a criterion for establishing detonation due
to irregularity of the trace from one instant to the next.
Consequently, the determination of the limiting condition

of detonation by the LI Indicator was loft to tho deci-
sion of a slni;;;le operator in the 2 l/2 and 4" engines.
Tn \*iGv; of tho arbitrary definition of incipient detona-
tion thio oroceduro was considered nore reliable,
Usin./: a combination oi" oscilloscope indication,
cylinder head tenperature rise, and ear, it was possible to
deter'T'.ine the high frequency pressure fluctuation associ-
ated with detonation and to reproduce incipient detona-
tion with more accuracy than obtainable by ear alone.
This is particularly true with the 2 l/2" engine.
It is interestin: to note that only a three
decree spark advance differential was found when incipient
detonation was determined )n the 4" engine by one observer
U3in(; the Li indicator and by a different observer using
ear alone. Greater sparl: advances were observed when the
oar nethod alone was used.
It is believed that the point of incipient detona-
tion in the 6" engine v/as accurately determined by ear alone
due t :; the extreme sensitivity of knock to spark advance
in tills en.rine. Its full knock ranr^e, extreme knock to
no knock, v/as observed in a span of approximately 3 de^^rees
spark advance.
In both invest i^^atlons certain precautionary
measures and procedures were found to bo applicable, A mean
Re:mold*3 mmber of 50,000 v/as orii];inally assumed to facili-
tate air flow calculations. Air measurements were later
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corrected for Reynold's nuin'ber effect. This was found to
be significant at slow speed and small air flow. For details
of air floY/ measurements see Appendix E, Frequent calcula-
tions and checks of air and fuel flow were made to insure
the accuracy of the F beinc used. Such steps were taken
before, during, and immediately after each run. Ample time
was allowed for wamup and for the establishment of steady
operating;; conditions after alterinr^ any variable. Frequent
checks were made to see that there were no air babbles in
the fuel inlet line or in the dyiianoneter hydraulic scale
oil. The inlet vaporizing tank was inspected periodically
for fuel c mdensatlon, particularly when running rich.
Before and after each running; period the sparV: advance
mochanisn wes checlced for slippage.
Pressures, tenperat ares, and speed were continually
checked and controlled to promote accuracy, Pressiires (ex-
cept fuel and oil) and dynamometer scale reading were measured
exclusively by manometers, the zero of wliich was noted before
and after rannin^:. Temperatures were measured b;/ thermo-
couples and calibrated potentlocieters except for Isolated
fuel and air temperatures. The rotameters were calibrated
for eacVi of tho fuels used as described in Appendix P. No
significant deviation was observed. Calibration curves
will be found in Appendix F Figs. F-1, F-2, and F-3. Fuel
temperature differential was not significant In this respect.
Careful attention was paid to the operation of the MIT indi-
cator, especially with regard to the establisliment of the
top center line.

Identical runs were frequently repeated on differ-
ent days to check ropnooduclblllty of data. It was found
that r->o3t runs checked wltliln 1-2 per cent. Running plots
were maintained as a check on reproducibility and to Indi-
cate desirable ranges of investigation and expansion of
the nchedule being followed.
Data readings were taken as nearly at the same
time as possible throughout the study. Tills was made prac-





Fig, 1 Illustrates that for tho 2 1/2" engine,
the BMEP, at best-power spark advance, increases with in-
creasing fuel-air ratio until a fuel-air ratio is reached
for \*iich the BMEP must be a maximum. Further Increase of
fuel-air ratio results in a decrease of B.MEP. The same
trends are evidenced for the 6" engine in Pigs. 3 and 4.
Fig. 5 indicates that the best-power fuel-air ratio for
the 2 1/2" and the 6" engines at piston speeds of 4B0 ft/min
and 1200 ft/nin, ran^e rrom about .0715 to .a/50. Accordingly,
a value of F = .0730 *a3 taken as being re pre sentat if* of the
best-power fuel-air ratio. It should be noted that even
though brake nanometer readings were reproducible within
one or two per cent, the curves are flat enough near the
maximum tliat a one per cent variation could easily shift
the apparent best-power fuel-air ratio within the range of
the values indicated above. Tills conclusion is substan-
tiated by References 1, 2 and 3, for these engines. In ad-
dition, Taylor and Taylor state that, from theoretical con-
siderations and from innumerable tests the best-power of a
spark ignition engine, at best-power spark advance, will oc-
cur at a fuel-air ratio in excess of the chemically correct
fuel-air ratio. For engines being fed a reasonably homo-
geneous fuel-air mixture which can be achieved by using a
fuel vaporizing tank as was done in these tests, the best
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power fuel-air ratio has been found to be lower than far en-
gines fitted with carburetors; for the latter the beat-power
fuel-air ratio is about .0000^.
In view of these considerations it was deemed un-
necessary to duplicate this saiae data for the 4" engine.
Accordingly, Pig, 2 ^ows the variation of 3MEP at various
piston speeds with spark advance at P = ,0730 for the 4"
engine. It Is to be noted that best-power spark-advsuice in-
creases with increasing piston speed, which is as expected.
Early In these investigations the question arose
as to the magnitiide of the effect of slight variations in
the water Jacket or inlet air tenporatures. Pig, 6 shows
the results of a special study of this question, A change
"^ of about 35 degrees in water Jacket temperature is seen to
^ give rise to a change of BMEP of appro:ic:imately one-half
^ pound per square inch. A variation in inlet air temperature
of only tliree and one-half degrees produces the same change
in BMEP. Consequently variations in water Jacket tempera-
ture of Q3 much as plus and minus (ffive degrees will have a
negligible effect on test results whereas the inlet air
temperature must be held as close to the predetermined value
as possible to insure reproducibility of results. These
limitations are considered to be equally as applicable to
the 4" and 6" 0. S. engines.
In Appendix C, it has been shown in theory, for
geometrically similar engines operating at identical Inlet




This Implies identical values of e for gecanetrlcally simi-
lar enslnes at the same piston speed. This conclusion is
affirmed by Pig. 7 in which it is seen that e Is substan-
tially the same for all three engines tested, at the same
piston speed.
Further, the theory described in Appendix C indi-
cates that:
B!EP c^ e ^^)
provided that the indicated thenaal efficiency is a constant.
If this be true, the IMEP's for these engines should be the
same at the same piston speed. Fig. G indicates that the
indicated thermal efficiencies for each of the three engines
operating under the same conditions, are Identical. Over a
speed range from 430 ft/mln to 1800 ft/mln there is only a
variation of four per cent In the value of indicated thermal
efficiency. Therefore the assumption is justifiable.
Figs. 9 and 10, indicate the equality of the BIEP's
for the three engines at the sane piston speed.
Since I3PG«<l/r^. for a given fuel and fuel-air
ratio, the three engines should have identical values of
ISPC at the same piston speed. This is seen to be substeui-
tially the case in Pig. 7.
In Fig, 10 have been plotted values of IT4EP, BMEP
and FUE? (motoring) and (firing) for the three geometrically
similar engines at various piston speeds. The curves for
P!flEP (firing) represent the difference between the smooth
curves for IMEP and BMSP.

Fig, 11 is a replot of the curves of Fig. 10 with
the results of References 1, 2 and 3 superimposed thereon.
In "both cases, it is apparent that there exists a consider-
able difference between the values of PMEP's (firing). Con-
sequently there is considerable difference among the engines
in the values of BSFC as shown in Pig, 7 and the values of
brake and mechanical efficiencies as shown on Pig, 8, BSPC
is seen to increase with decreasing bore, and the brake and
mechanical efficiencies are observed to decrease with de-
4
creasing bore. Similar results were observed by Kamm In
his tests with approximately geometrically similar cylinders.
As stated earlier, simplifiod theory predicts that the I'MEP*s
should be the same. The results and the theory disagree
under the conditions of the tests. It is to be noted from
Pig. 10, that both the motoring and firing PI4EP»s of the
2 1/2" engine are disproportionately higher in relation to
the 4" engine than are the same values for the 4" engine In
relation to the 6" engine. Pig. 11 shows that the Increments
of FMEP (firing) between the three engines, obtained by pre-
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vlous investigators *"' , were more nearly uniform. Pig.
12 indicates that the motoring friction of the test set-
4
ups used by Kaam increased with diminishing bore in a very
nearly uniform manner, wheras such uniformity is not evi-
denced by the M, I. T. geometrically similar engines. Even
though the test set-ups used by Karara were not strictly geo-
metrically similar, they did bear a close relation to the
size of the cylinders tested and should therefore be somewhat

Indlcativo of the trend in FMEP (motoring) variation to be
expected from the M, I. T. engines.
One possible explanation for this result is that
there nay exist sone r-iechanical discrppancy witliin the 2 1/2"
engine. In the early phase oi those tests, the intake valve
of that engine seized in the open position while the engine
was running. Disasseinbly and inspection of the engine re-
vealed a sllf^ht sticking of the exhaust valve and a de-
fective main bearing. Data taken prior to tliis occurrence
was discarded. Motoring tests should be conducted on en-
gine cooponents in an attenpt to discover whetlier any such
discrepancy does, in fact, exist.
Theoretical treatnent of evaluation of power ab-
sorbed by bearings operating under conditions of full film
lubrication has lon,;^ been substantiated by nurierous tests,
and there is no reason to believe that the theory v/ill not
alwo apply in the case of these three i;;eoiaetrically similar
enf.ines, in attempting to analyze the reasons for the exist-
ence of the very large differences in F1<IBP (firing) between
the three engines, the consideration of bearing and auxil-
iary friction may be disregarded, in view of the magnitude
of their effect in relation to the laagnltude of the effect
to be expected of the piston and rings.
The simplified theory described in Appendix C
Implies that F.MEP should be the saiae for all engines pro-
yldedyu/jl is the same, Iiiasrauch as oil viscosity is a
function of temperature, a temperature must be specified

before the ratio /<// can bo calculated. For the purposes
of these testa a tenperature of 250**F was picked as being
somewhat representative, and oils were selected for each
engine which would have the same/^/^ at that tenperature.
The oils used for the tests, were blends, as described in
Appendix D, Viscosity tests, after blending, confirmed
the constancy of///^ at 250**F anong the three engines.
Also, frcMn these tests, the oils were found to have approxi-
mately the sane viscosity index, and over a range of about
180**F to 350°F, the value of/"/^ for any one of th© three
engines did not differ radically from that of the other
engines at any given temperature.
During the motoring tests, the engines were
operating, more or less, within the temperature range speci-
fied above. The lubrication of the piston and rings, pre-
sumably, approximated viscous lubrication more closely than
during the firing tests, and since the water jacket tempera-
tures were held the same in all cases, after the engines
cooled down, the cylinder wall temperatures became more
nearly equal; therefore according to the theory, the FltlEP's
should have been the sane. Prom Pig. 10 it is noted that
the FMEP»s (motoring) for the 4" and the 6" engines are es-
sentially the same and the FMEP (motoring) for the 2 1/2"
engine is much rearer the value of the 4" and 6" engines than
it is during firing. By virtue of these facts, there seems
to be some justification for the applicability of the theory
under such conditions.

It is possible that during firinj the mean engine
cylinder wall temperature variation anong the engines may
"be responsible for a part, at least, of the wide variance
in F!!EP (firing). For geometrically similar engines, operat-
ing with the sane fuel-air ratio at the same piston speed,
the heat transfer rate per unit area should be the same and
apr-roximately proportional to the ratio of the temperature
difference across the cylinder wall (i.e. from inner to
outer surface) to the wall thickness. With the coolant
temperature being held the same for each of the three en-
gines, the above indicates that the inner cylinder wall
temperature should increase with increasing bore, and there-
fore the viscosity of the oil on the cylinder wall decreases
with increasing bore. There would then be established a
trend toward higher friction In the 2 1/2" engine and lower
friction in the 6" engine.
Thus it is indicated that the choice of a sin/^le
temperature to be used as a base for establishing the equality
of the/^// *3 for the three engines may not be justifiable,
7Llvengood and Wallour in a study of plston-rlng friction
conclude that increasing water Jacket temperature decreases
piston-ring friction. It may be presumed that this effect
arises, largely, beca^ise of the decrease in viscosity with
temperature increase. It la noted that the magnitude of
tills effect is appreciable. ChaxiQlng water jacket tempera-
ture from 100 '*F to 150°F brought about a decrease in piston-
ring mean effective pressure from about 7.7 psi to about
C.l psi.
I
Accordingly, toats to determine the effect of
cylinder water jacket temperature variation and oil viscos-
ity variation on engine PIffiP (firing) are considered to be
desirable.
The theory is based on the assTiniption that all
friction may be divided between c.yalocib and viscous friction.
The lubrication conditions under which the piston and rings
operate vary from coulomb to viscous to partial film, and
are different for different parts of the piston travel. The
parts are not separable or deteminable at present and their
proportions juay vary from engine to engine. Therefore a part
of the differences in FMEP's (firing) probably is duo to
those unknown variations,
Tlicre does appear to be the possibility, with
further test experience, of establishing quasl-feheoretical
relatlonsViips by means of which the FlABP's of a group of




Results of the detonation invoatigation proper
are shown in the curves of Figs. 14 throu^xi 25. Associated
results, such as variation of cylinder head tenperaturo and
flame speed, may be found In Pigs. 2C throu^ 31.
BPSA at be3t-.")Ower fuel-air ratio for the super-
charged detonation study at T. of lOO^P was determined from
Pl^s. 13 and 14 for the 2 1/2" and 4" engines reopoctively.
A con.parison with DP3A curves of Pigs. 1 throu^i 4, shows
that T, and p. liave no appreciable effect on BP3x\ within
the ranges of p. and T, concerned, BPSA was found to be:
2 1/2 " Vl 6^
At 3 = 1200 ft/nin 45 37.5 30
At N = 1000 RPM 30 32 30
At the same piston speed BPSA was found to vary
inversely with bore, while at the sane RPM, BPSA was approxi-
mate I7 the same.
The knock limited MEP and p, of Fics. 15 through 20
are '^lots of recorded detonation data for the individual en-
gine*? at various soark advances and speeds, with fuel-air
ratio as a parameter. At constant speed, knock United
Bf.fEP and p are observed to decrease with increased spark
advance for a .3lven fuel-air ratio and to increase with fuel-
air ratio at constant spark adv-mce, except at lean fuel-air
ratios where a reversal is apparent.

The variation in knock linited BMEP and p, versus
fuel-air ratio, with T. as a parameter, for the 6" engine
at BPSA and a piston speed of 1200 ft/mln, is shovm in
Fig, 21, These curves are derived from Pigs. 19 and 20,
Both the knock limited BMEP and p, are decreased by a 30**
F increase In T. , although at higher fuel-air ratios this
effect on p. is diminished. At a fuel-air ratio of ,110,
the p^»s for T^ of 150 °F and 180°F are practically identical.
Plots of knock linited BMEP and p. versus fuel-air
ratio at BPSA and T^ of 180**P( "S" curves) for all engines
at a piston speed of 1200 ft/min and 1000 RPM are shown in
Figs, 22 and 23 respectively. These curves were obtained
from crossplots of Figs. 15 through 19, entering with BP3A
corresponding to a fuel-air ratio of ,073 for each engine.
It is readily' seen that for these conditions both knock
limited BMEP and p. vary directly with fuel-air ratio, ex-
cept in the lean region. This tendency toward reversal at
lean fuel-air ratios is most apparent for the 2 l/2" and
4" engines in Fi-, 23. It shoul be noted that a reversal
tendency also appears in the rich region for the 6" engine
in Fig. 23.
From Figs. 15 through 19, knock limited BIJEP and
p., as a function of cylinder bore, are attainable for any
set pattern of spark advances for the engines. Such a re-
lation is presented in Fig. 24 for a given RPM and piston
speed with a fuel-air ratio of .0730 and BPSA for each engine.
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It l3 seen that knock limited BiTEP and p, vary lineqply, but
inversely, with bore at constant piston wpeed. At constant
RPM, 3iaEP and p, are ohserved to deviate slightly frora thla
inverse-linear relationship at snail bores. The above data
is substantiated in Fig. 25, where a ^^siphic ccaaparlson is
made with results fron Reference 4, which are at a different,
but constant, piston speed. la order to compare these results
on the sane basis, it was nocessar^'- to estimate the IlffiP's
of the M. I. T. geometrically similar engines, since no in-
dicator cards v/ere taken during detonation runs. This was
accomplished by adding the firing friction MEP's to the
BMEP»s observed for a piston speed of 1200 ft/min. Because
the firing friction MEP's were determined at p. =23" Hg,
,
a correction was applied to the PMEP's to account for the
change in p^anping loss duo to variation in p, in the detona-
tion investigation. From experimental data, the magnitude
of this correction was estiraited to be of the order of {28-p, )
/2 inches of mercury or (28-p. )/4,06 poujids per square inch.
This correction represents only a maximum of about two per
cent of the calculated IMEP,
It was interesting to note that, for any given en-
gine, at incipient detonation, the cylinder head temperature
attained a value whid-; was constant for the sane fuel-air
ratio, independent of the spar advance and p.. Tliese values
of cvlinder lie ad temperature at BPSA, are shown graphically
for the three engines as a function of fuel-air ratio in
Pig, 26, The values of cylinder head terai^erature at BPSA

and a fuel-air ratio of .073 at incipient detonation and at
normal operation, are shown in Pig. 27. They are included
as a comparative index to the lie at transfer characteristics
of the three engines under the conditions of investigation.
In order to understand the detonation characteris-
tics of geometrically similar engines more fully, an inves-
tigation of the flame speed cliaracterlstics vras undertaken.
Plane speed is defined as the average velocity of the flame
front, as measured by cylinder bore divided by the tine in-
terval Tr )m passage of spark to pealc pressure, in units of
feet per second. The measurement of the time interval was
accomplished in two stages — from passage of spark to top
center, and from top center to peak pressure.
Since indicator diagrams were taken only at BPSA
at a fuel-.-ir ratio of .073, and as they were the only moans
available to estimate the tine interval from top center to
pea': pressure, this operating condition was chosen to repre-
sent the flame speed characteristic. The data used was
there -Tore readily obtainable from the data collected in
the friction investigation. The degrees of cranlc angle
from top center to pefek pressure at BPSA and a fuel-air
ratio of .073 was fairly constant at 14*^ (_+2**) for all en-
gines over the full range of speeds. Faired curves for
BP3A versus piston speed foi* the three engines are shown
in Fig. 28, V/ith this information flame speed was cal-
culated by the formula:
F^ « (B) X (BPSA -•- 14**) N/2, ft/sec




Fig. 31 shows this relation of flane speed with
RPM for the three engines. It is interesting to note that
at the same RPM flame speed varies almost in direct pro-
portion with bore. This alone would indicate that all three
engines should have the same detonation characteristics at
the same RPM,
With flame speed data available on the three engines,
further computations were made to exploit the possibility of
isolating Reynolds Number effect fron Mach Number effect on
flame speed, Reynolds -lumber, as used in the calculations,
is defined as:
where p, = density of air at inlet conditions
lbs/ft°
s' = piston speed, ft/sec
B = cylinder bore, ft,
/^^ = viscosity of air at inlet condltiona
lb/ft/560
Mach Number is defined as;
s'/c^
where s' = piston speed, ft/sec
c, = sonic velocity based on inlet c:indittons,
^ ft/sec
Since inlet conditions were identical for all engines,
piston speed is sufficient to represent Mach Number. In the
M. I. T. gec»netrically similar engines, the gas velocities
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through the inlet ports are the sane for the same piston
speed; therefore piston speed is also an appropriate index
to the velocity of the entering nixture,
Tlie above relations reveal that, in the case of
the three enc^ines, it Is possible to obtain three values
of piston speed for an assigned value of Reynolds Nijnber,
These three values of piston speed, each, correspond to a
definite flane speed for each enslno. By such a process,
flane speed as a function of piston speed for various Rey-
nolds Numbers was calculated and is shown in Fig, 30.
By a similar process, flame speed as a function
of Reynolds Number, for various olston speeds, was also cal-
culated and is shown in Fig, 29.
Pron these results it in seen that there exists
the possibility of individual effects of Reynolds Nianber and
Mach IJunber on flame speed. At low values of Reynolds Number
(and Mach Number), flame speed is almost independent of Mach
Number and dependent solely on Reynolds Number, At higher
values of Reynolds IJumber (and Madi Mumber), flame speed
tends to become more dependent on Mach Number and less on
Reynolds Number.
To interpret the detonation characteristics of
geometrically similar engines in the 11 "ht of the res^alts
obtained in this investigation, it is advisable to resort
to the auto-irnition theory of engine detonation described
in Reference 6, Briefly, this theory can be explained as
follows. As the flame front progresses across the cylinder.
II
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the unburned charge is compressed by the hot, expanding
gases and motion o:" the piston, until a critical combination
of pressure and tenperature is reached in the unburned end
gas, at which time it auto-ignites. It has been established
o
experimentally'^ that this critical pressure and tenperature
combination is dependent on the rate of compression, the
composition (fuel, fuel-air ratio, fue!J. additives, etc, )
of the unburned charge, and a time element referred to as
"delay time".
In an attempt to analyse the detonation charac-
teristics Oi the three geometrically similar engines with
the data available, it is a -parent that there is Icnowledge
of only one of the above factors; namely, conpoaltion of
the end gas. Flame speed, together with piston speed, can
be used to evaluate the rate of compression of the end gas,
only if the process is adiabatic or if the magnitude of heat
flo\T to the end gas is known. Fig, 27 indicates that the
heat transfer characteristics of the engines do not follow
the laws of similitude at constant piston speed. At con-
stant RPM, however, the pattern of cylinder head temperatures
is one of increasing cylinder liead temperature with increas-
ing bore.
From considerations of flame speed and piston speed
on the rate of compression of the end gas for a piston speed
of 1200 ft/rain in all engines, it is apparent that there is
a basic advantage of small bores on knock limited output.
Although flame speed Increases with bore, it does not increase
I
in proportion to bore; hence, the smaller en,:^ine will have
a lov/er combustion tine and hi,jher rate of conpression.
Also, the smaller en.^ine is operatin.: at a hi lie r RPM,
which results in a hl,±ier rate of conpression. The basic
disai.vanta-e of the 6" engine is na,^nified by a higher
ope rating' temperature, whereas, in a comparison of the
2 l/?." and 4" enjrines, the advantage of operating tenpera-
ture, usin.^' cylinder head tenperature as an index, favors
the 4" en^^ine.
At an RPM of 1000, it is observed that flame speed
varies directly as bore, res.iltin,^; in equal rates of compres-
sion of the end i^as in all three en^lrxes. As the HPM is the
sane in this case, equal rates of conpression result due to
this factor. The si.^nifleant factor that is needed to account
for "--.he variation of knock limited BMEP with bore is therefore
the "ate of heat flow to the end £;as during the compression
process. If the cylinder head tenperature is accepted as
an index to txiis rate of heat flow, the variation of output
with bore may be explained. In li^ht of other important
factors and their relr^tive influence, such as radiation
across the flame front and auto-ijnition characteristics of
a particular fuel, etc, it would be rather unwise to pursue
such an argument in a general case.

CONCLUSIONS ATID RECOMivtENDATIONJ
Under the conditions of tV^ tests reported in those
Investigations, the results obtained ^ive rise to the follow-
ing conclusions:
Friction
1. The bost-po'.ver fuel-air ratio for tlie three
engines is approximately ,0730 and largely
independent of speed.
2. The theory, which predicts that the IMEP»3,
iniicated thermal efficiencies, indicated
specific fuel cons^jiinptions, indicated spe-
cific air consumptions, and volumetric ef-
ficiencies of geometrically similar engines
will be the same at identical operating con-
ditions at the same piston speed, is confirmed
by the tests.
3. In relation t) the r..l"P ' s (firing) there appears^
to bo disagreement between theory and the results
witliin the conditions of the tests.
4. In regard t^ the I'MEP » s (motoring) the theory is
more nearly applicable,
5. Selection of a single temperature to be used as a
base for establisli ing the equality of the /^
ratios for the three engines may not be justifiable.
i
6. The scope of these tests was not broad
enough to establish or to refute the
applicability of the theory in regard
to the FllE? of geometrically similar
engines.
Additional tests to determine the
effect of variation of cylinder water
jacket temperature and variation of oil
viscosity are recommended,
7» Motoring tests of engine components should
be made to determine whether or not there
exists a mechanical discrepancy in the
2 1/2" engine.
B, There appears to be the possibility, with
further test experience, of establishing
quasi-theoretical relationships by means
of which the FMEP's of a group of geo-
metrically similar engines may be predicted.
Detonation
9. The results of this investigation indicate
that the knock-limited BMEP and p. vary
inversely with cylinder bore in geometrically
similar engines at either the same piston
speed or the sane R?U,
1
10, There is indication of Individual effects
of Reynolds Niimber and Macsh Number on the
average speed of propagation of a flam©
front in a cylinder,
11, In order to correlate the detonation
characteristics nore fully with variables
whose effects on detonation have been de-
temined experimentally, the heat transfer
characteristics of geometrically similar
engines should bo thoroughly investigated.
12, To supplement this study of detonation,
it is recommendod that a similar procedure
be followed at other combinations of RPM
and piston speed, and using various fuels*
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10.45 .00888 .0793 22.2 79-7 150
Ma(corr)/1'a-1.006 (See Fig. E-1)
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Za«ipi»Bt D«t«w&tien 0«ourre4 for All Peinta Except Thoi




















































































































































































































































2 1/2" M. I. T. 0. 3. l!:RgiBt















































































































































































































2 1/2" M. I. T. G. S. ENGINE
Fuel 100 Octane
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Xaolpl«nt 0«ton«tloB as i}«tcmiti«a bj Li Xndieator 0eearr«8
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<ir«)t 195<i (oririjM ai«i4t«r 1.2t'7')






.07?1 1 ??.7!> 66.5 " •
^00, 1000, JK" V'''
t^n
ISO
».J w »«aT H N »•
150 J^O 150 f€.« 3t.« 3«.l
180 80 150 M.e 32.6 30.2
ISO ?!? 150 18.0 3?.0 70,2
180 82 1^ ?«.0 3f.O 30.2
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•BOP • 17.3 pail


























































•iwHP « i6.45 |m4
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jnaof • I9>8 psi
• 40O; a ^ 480;
Ti • 150? Iwj







































17.1 Haadlag; taJtitm ^ alniataa aftar Ignition eut.
22.95 H^aAlAfl Talcan bafora firing.
22.15 IFtaadiag tafcan 5 ainutat aftar iimltlon eut.
2^.0 Raa<^lag takan pafora firing.
26.85 ?-aa6iB|(; takan 5 alnnta«i aftar ignition eat.
OTlsa aljtar ijpRitios wat off.
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xiciPXSXT dktomation ooomuuo roA ALL pozme rxcett those






















































































6** U. I. T. G. d. Lngln*
Detonation Data
















































































































































































21 MM-oh 1950 (orifice aiuneter 0.920»)


























































































































.04125 .0800 17.4- 67.6

























































































INCIPIENT DETpNATION OCCUKREt) FOR Al^L POINTS EXCEPT THOSE











































































































950 400 35 5.3G2 107.24 74.7 32.5
1800 900 47 5.510 110.20 77.9 52.3








900 720 32 5.385 107.7 91.1 IG.C
1500 ^ 1200 39 5.720 114.4 91.3 22.6
1800 1440 41
G" En
5.700 115.6 92.5 23.1
400 480 20 5.40 103.0 9:. 5 17.5
800 960 30 5.64 112,8 100.0 12,0
1000 M 1200 30 5.09 117.0 100.0 17.3
1200 1440 34 6.22 124.4 95.0 29.4
1500 1800 40 5.73 114.6 G9.2 25.4




32" H-, T^ = 150^*1, T^^^ = 1^0,
^^.^
= 150,
X- Plotted in Fie 9









Piston Area (in^) 28.27
\ (ln») 203.5
Compression ratio 5.74
Inlet valve (in) .012
clearance (cold)




Valve overlap ( degree s ) 30
Dynainoineter
Scale piston diam(in) 2.795
Dyn. torque arm (in) 21.008
Overall dyn, constant
K




































I- Inlet C- Cylinder
1. '.i. I.T. and Li Indicator












Section Thru Cam-shaft Houung

Special Equipment
The MIT indicator is a balanced pressure diaphrasm
type Ox indicator with recorder v/hich is driven by a
C7\^n]c3hQft coupling. The pick-up unit consists of a
3 ecial plu,' with pressure ta:) and spark lead, iovement
of a st^rlus, horizontally and parallel to a rotating
dr'ir.i, is controlled by a calibrated sprin:; which extend"
in resoonse to hydraulic oil pressure. A spark fron the
stylus to the rotating dr^jun occurs when the hydraulic p 'mea-
sure in the system, is equal to the jas pressure in the
enr^ine cylinder. Establishment of an accurate top center
line on the card is of utmost importance. This instr-^iment,
sh.ovm in the followinf^ Fi-;-are Bl, is standard eojjipment in
the Sloan Laboratory at r/iIT, It is used to give a pressure*
crah'. an:3le dia^ran which can be converted to a p-v diar;;r»ani
b-:' calc.ilation and point to point measurement, or by a
transfer machine desi^^^ned to do the same process, Tlie lat-
ter was used in this investl.;~;ation and is completely des-
•--^'^-led in Heference 9, Furtlier descriotion of the balanced
ore-^sire diaphrarpn unit used with the MIT indicator can bo
fo^md in References 10 and 11,
The Li pressure IndiGator consi">ts of a s-^-^ecial
c'linder '^'-luc and oscilloscope. The pluc contains a
cotenary diaphra^'Ti- strain ;-eneratin<3 tube and pressure
receiver. A lead from the plug is connected to the oscillo-
scope throUf-^h an external couolin:3 system, A condenser

connedted across the input and gro^ond teirninals of the
oscilloscope dirferentiates the sijnal output oT the
cylinder plug unit and produces a dp/dt trace o;i the
oscilloscope. Fiemoval of tlris conden^ter ;"lves a normal
pre-'sure-cranl: angle trace. The plug is air c:>oled by a
compressed air line which vents the plug througl:i radially
drilled holes. Reference 12 gives a nore complete descrip-





Theoiv i*or ueometrlcally Similar
Engines
Air Japaolty
i\^ = n /Oc Krf e
Since in 0. 3. Engines,V^^ t^
and since X n 'v s
ft ^3 It Pit
Therefore, at Jiamo inlet conditions and
-)iston speed
VvjluinetrlG erriclency
Kxa;'!ine now all variables on which 6 is dependent,
'.'.here Ri, Rg R^ are desi^jn ratios and
are the same for G. S. j^ngines.
The above relation contains five variables. According
to the Fuc]cin£^hara ?i -licoreri there should be 2 independent
dimensionlesG ratios, with 3 Independent dimensions.
Buckln^har.! Pi Theorem


















c+d(3) M° = M
c+d = o




As is seen from this relation there are only two independent
b a
valuos of the above variables
-g and g , All otlier values: of
+-''e^>p: variables may be expj'"e."'.:^cl in ten-is of the two indepen-
dent values cliosen.
Let I







'-•sin'" I-Uitlo (1): £ _ t ]^
c - 2
e
Usin,5 -:atlo (2) | = 2, | - 5
Ansijnin:^ exponent 6=1* since interest is only In the





Further manipulation of v. ^ and lie to obtain sinpler
V ^ 3, yields:
., - —J. „. -
^.
3ince XN -^s, and if s is accepted aa the characteristic
velocity of the inlet process, it is seen tiiat:
t;- ' "w f^~Tr^ '-v-^ Reynolds Nunber
'^ E '
-V- -i. —w^ Mach "^oraber

Therefore, iron the pre eel in ; derivation
B - 6 {'^^oynol'ls T-Tnber, Mach Niunber)
Power 0^.itput






If in G. 3, Sii^liiGs, ll;i3 Iho sane at the same F (cind
at best nov/er spark advance), then for the ca-^ie Inlet aondl-
tions
2 X 12 X 33000
THP^L'Ti^PAs '^ 6>Ci
In conTDarlnr;; IIP out out at the sano s, -^^-r^ 'v- S-
Since tiie vrelrlit of ua eiijlne 1^ ::.roportional to X
wt • I ,
Inertia ".tresaes
Since the cylinder ^'-'-^ pressure and the thcmal otresaes
do not vary radically over tlie operatia^^ ran^je of an en:~in6,
the inertia stresnes of the rnovin'j pt. rts are :)f "rlr.ie 1-iportance

In deterr.inin: the r.ia.xlrrjin '3peed oi" an engine or In ope rat-
In-: Various engines at the sane stress condition.




Petrorr^s ec^uation T jr full fllra lubrication:
PUP = 3.00 X 10"-^^ D L „T,ja-^8
>-ii3
In G. r.. Enjines D L ^.^m be the same.TIir -^ M N X
Since JPM -^^ S
PITP -^y^/14 S A
Also, FM? ^P'G? V, N ^
Therefore FiCP -^^ 5
and at the sane 3
:
p:^p - yf
!I FMEP A 5
r>, Couloumb Friction
..^^^
^p^esoix G ^ /» /\
J,
. (pros- P -eaGuro^/l < ^ f^CD e^sure)
^d
Coulourib PI4'j:F Is therefore proportional to the v^'oduct
oi '::)n:e coefficient oi friction and a load pressure. In

G. 3. Knj;lne3, T 3); )uld oe Vie sane since It is primarily
dependont on typo oT naterial, curface, etc.; and at tlie
r'-'-n s, the f,a3 pressure or air/ load pressure should be
tho fiar-.e. Tjici^oforo, the Giulounb FTTSP should be the -.arie
for G. 3. "^ncines.
G, .'ui.'ipinv; Los 3
?^'..u? = E::]iau3 t Stroke v/orl; - Inlet -Stroke Vork
= iPo ^
whei^e Ay^ and i^yb^; represent a nean pressure dif-
j.'ex'c;iGC above and belovr oxliaust and inlet pressures
re "J p( actively, and arc d-'c to the dynamic effects of
jas flow out of and Into the cylinder.
Therefore:
2^ P^ ^/>i ^t
V
and
A siullar argument holds for ^/'e .
If in G, S, Engines the Inlet and exhaust values are
f. Inilar in that the ^as velocities are the same at the same
piston speeds., the PM"P due toiiy^and zTyb^- (d:Tianic effects)
r.h'v.ild be th.o name. Tf the na-i(3 inlet and exliaust pressures

prevtLil, then the total PLCP of 0. S. Engines should be




In the friction investigation 100/130 aviation
fuel was used, while In the detonation runs white marine
gasoline (unleaded) was used. This lower octane fuel
(71,9 notor method, 78.4 research nethod) produced detona-
tion in all engines in the ran^e of speeds and inlet pres-
sures investigated.
Similitude was carried out in the respective lu-
bricating^ oil viscosities by isinr; the specially prepared
oils listed in the following table.
Viscosity 3.3.U,
Enf^ine 100 **? 150*^ 210^ Gravity
2 1/2" 340 160.3 52.0 ,80
4" 828 339.0 76,2 .89
6" 1665 627.0 114.1 .90
The oils were prepared usin^ SAE 20 and ""AE 60 as
follows:
2 1/2" URSA P 20 (Texaco sTmbol)
4" 54,^ UHSA P 60, 46,^ P 20
6" 95^ URSA P 60, fi% P 20
Each oil was a straight mineral oil, wholly paraffin and dis-
tilled, with no additives.
The above samples give the sane value of/*/^ ^^
250®F. This temperature was arbitrarily selected as an attempt
to satisfy lubrication requirements in all parts of the engine
where viscous friction may occur. A mean oil cranl-ccase inlet





Mr riov; In all ..:n 'ii.-s v.us -".f^aa-..' i-ed b,,
-.oaj-is •• f the
..3 ..i s' \iD.rc-c ' r-Oil •)"* "'c. lan^>- taps, as -esci-ibod
iv.il, ir; .ei'oi-onco io, Ti.o ria.;'-:e ta- 3 a:'C; 3ta"cic //i-es-
a i-e ta,.:-> located 1. > inch fro^ tiie u sti-oarn and down-
S vi-oa;;: i'ac.i j ;• ' f cc- .
xiio OG'.ation I'./i^ L:ie i'io.. rate of a ^as i-hi-oU'^h a
square
-cdt^od oi'^'lce a. bo ..rltton as rollows:
^=A^ Y, p/fi^'A-A)] ^2 (1)
where
^ - flov; rate, Ib/aec
n - or 'flee area, ft
C ' dlscriarge cocfllclent, di-. erisionlesa
/^ * ;jA'l • ^^tio of orifice dlar.ieter to
i,/e inside diameter,
di; xnsionless
^» - dens-t', of tlio gas before tho orifJce,
lb /ft*
p, z static n'es3:}VG ahead of the orifice,
' lb /ft*' abs.
/>!, ' "tatic yjrcssu.re after the orifice
Ib/ft^' abs.
O = accGlv. ration of a unit i-aas wlion acted
^ on b. a unit f'.rcc, ft/sec"

^fnlts of f orce, nass and acceleration are as follows
Force = rnaGS x acceleration
1 pound Torce = 1 lb.mass
_. -, ^. / a
rf
X i. It/ sec
"xprossln.j A, orifice area, in terms of the diameter of
the orifice,
-' - ^'^- - -?.V854D^, ft'' wiiero D^ is expressed in ft.
4
or A = ,00G454D|, ft*^ where Dg is ejcpressed in inches.
Dischargee Coefficient
in the iischari^e coefficient and i3 defined as:
C = actual nass rate of flow
theoretical nass rate of flov/
Values of 'J for standard orifices have been deterr^.ined t:? the
A5^*^!^ tlirou^h experiment.
Velocity of Appr oa ch : 'a c to
r
(f'/S^ * is the vclocit" of aooroach factor and must be
used if Pi is neas'.ired by a static tube. If Pi is measured
b" aii Inpc.ct tube (i.e. if total pressure is neasured), the
a 'roach factor is unity. Also, for snail values of ^,
thi'f factor is neglisible.

Expansion Factor
Yi is the expansion factor and accounts for the
uncontrolled expansion (both longitudinally and laterally)
of a cor^pressible fluid after the orifice. Y^ has been
deterr-.ined experinentally, and empirical equations have
been fitted to the data. The equation for air is:
A
It is seen that for constant K and^ , Y^. varies linearly
K/r« CLl**. a plot ol the above relation for various jS's Is
available in Ref . 13,
Density
The density of dry air at 520°F abs. and 14.70
lb/in'* pressure is .07637 lb/ft°. Therefore the density
at any temperature and pressure can be expressed as follows
^=.07637^1;;^ ^ = 2.702^, 1|^
where p - press^ore, Ib/ln^ abs.
T = tenp. , de^;;. F aba
If the pressure p is measured in inches
Mercury,
lb/> = 1.321 ^ , ^
p = pressure, in, H^; abs,
T = temp. , deg, F abs.
To account for' deviations of the above relation
froTi the v^erfect (;;as law, a correction factor c ^uld be
apnllod.

The na^nitude of tliis Tactoi*, within tho ran^e of pressures
and temperatures encountered in this investigation, does not
warrant Inclusion.
Qririce Pressure Drop
Tho pressure drop (pi - p^) across the orifice is
measured in inches of water.
^Pi - Pfi) = 5.188 h, Ib/ft^ where
h = pressure drop across orifice, inches water.
Flow Coefficient
The dischar^je coefficient and velocity of approach
factor are combined into a sin^^le dimenslonless expression, K,
This flow coefficient K is defined as:
Experimental values of K as a function of Rejnolds Number, ^
and Di have been corapilod hy the AS'.C, and are available
in P-ef. /3
V/orl:inn i:quation
Equation (1) can now be v/ritten in terns of the
SATnbols defined and the units b;r vviiich neasurements were made;
y
y, = .00545414 inTi [2 1.521 21 ( r, tro J32.17 '^ I 527T7 tT ^^'^^^ y
^hj*" (2)
UT =: flow rate of air, lb/sec

Dg = orifice diameter. Inches
Pi =s static pressure ahead of the orifice, inches H^
ab s
.
7 2. = teniperature ahead of the orifice, de^. F abs.
h = pressure drop across the orifice, inches of ^/ater
K = flow coefficient = function of Rq,S, Di
Yt -- expansion factor ~ function of -^ , /3^
Pi ' r
Air flow, in these investigations was calculated
from the above formula. It v/as found that by using values
of "< and Yi oorrespondinG to mean values of Re = 50,000 and
4LI1_ ~ .035, respectively, a maximum error of +3'^ v/ould be en-
Pi
c.?:ntcred at extremely low and high flow rates. Since Re
can be expressed in terr-.is of uT, 14, and D^; and ^iS— in
tc--?; of UT^Dc, Pi and T^ a correction to the original value
of or , based on a mean Re and 4ii as a function of i^ itself.
Pi
•;•': o:33ible. Such a correction curve was computed for each
' ce for the Pi and T^ encountered. The curve for the
? T/2" cnjine, Dg = .415, /^ = .20, pi = 29.92 in. H^.
,
Ti = 30°F is included as l''!-. E-1.
Co-^'-)utinf" rio'.'nolds ilumber for Jorrection Curve
Reynolds dumber is defined as
p - fluid density/ ahead of the orifice,
'
Ib/ft^
K) - velocity through the orifice, ft/sec
Dja = diameter of tlie orifice, inches

Ib.nasaJU ~ viscosity of air- be -ore the orifice, ^^^^^
u ~
Pr^jT.i continuity:
Substituting this expression for* u in the expression
for Re,
p, _ 576 ur /^Dg ^ 15.28 or
12/« D«^
.>ornputinG —"— for correction curve
Eq(2)
ur = .1145 D| Ki,Yi,,[^-J
Vy-
'^ = [.ii45'Sic,Yi;; -^
^ ^ ' ^^- ^'"^^^
h =
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The flow rate neterin^^ Instriments, or rotoraeters,
used throughout this investigation for the rncasiirenent of
fuel flow, operated a':iGordin,r to the ln.ws (^overninT the
flvO'.v of fluids tVirou^h apertures. Specifically, the
fluid was discharged under controlled head conditions
through an annular aperture of controlled variable size.
The actual rotoneters used were as follows:
2 1/2" en;jine - Fischer and Porter, Mo. 110-2986
4" en<;jine Large -Fischer and Porter, No, 118-2992
3 . ' ' A-65114,
Fie No. 12
6" engine - Fischer and Porter, Jo, 118-2996
All rotoraeters were calibrated for both 100 octane
f-asoline and 71.9 octane (notorin^ method) unleaded c^^aollne.
Th.e""e Y/as no a ^preciable difference in the calibration re-
sults for the two fuels. The calibration consisted of de-
temining, by an electric ti-.ier, the tine required for a
;-5iveri weii;;'nt of f.iel to flow into a container at a constant
rate of flow. The rate of flov; was controlled throuc^ the
rotoneter, and the rotometer roadinij v/as noted for each
flokv rate. Thus, the full ran^e of flow for eacli rotometer
v/as checked in this manner. The rate of flow in pounds
per J^ec-^ni was plotted vers'is rotameter reading" t) "ive
the calibration curves, Fl-;5, F-1, r-2, F-3. For further
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A study of friction
and detonation in geo*
metrically similar
engi nes.

